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Abstract

The scarcity of trained therapist, economic imbalance,

and an increasing amount of elderly people are the reasons

for poor rehabilitation treatment and inadequate healthcare

facilities in many countries. Vision-based rehabilitation

treatment, monitoring daily living, and advanced health-

care can improve technology that allows people with an in-

jury to practice intense movement training without taking

help from a therapist daily. This technology has remark-

able basic notable benefits as vision-based systems are non-

contact, precise, immune to electromagnetic interference,

nondestructive, and they can be used for long range and

multiple target monitoring. The objective of this survey pa-

per is devoted to exhibiting a summary of the challenges

and difficulties in this domain along with some solutions.

Besides, in order to guide the researchers in this field, we

have discussed available sensing devices in the field of com-

puter vision that can be used for taking data in hospitals and

rehabilitation centers. We have also analyzed some bench-

mark datasets regarding gestures, medical activities, sports

and exercise actions, 3D actions, and so on with relevant

information. Moreover, this article also provides a com-

parison among existing research works on some benchmark

datasets related to this field of research.

1. Introduction

Rehabilitation process combines pharmacological and

mostly psychotherapeutic treatments along with exercises

and therapies in order to help the patients to get back or im-

prove skills and functioning for daily living that has been

lost due to sickness, injury, or birth complications. These

difficulties may be a result of stroke, hip fractures, some

forms of arthritis, neurological disorders, major multiple

trauma, brain injury, and so on. In most of the cases, a large

number of people demanding rehabilitation treatment are

elderly people and suffering from paralysis due to injuries.

For example, each year more than 60,000 people survive a

stroke and other accidental injuries in the USA and similar

figure exists in other countries. A recent report based on

visual statistics and hospital discharge data shows that the

annual incidence of traumatic brain injury in the USA can

be approximated to 102 per 100,000 making injury the lead-

ing cause of death among American citizens who are under

45 years of age [24]. Approximately 80% survivors of these

injuries lose arms, legs along with impaired mobility, bal-

ance, and coordination. Advanced rehabilitation systems

strive to help them recover as soon as possible under proper

treatment. It is a matter of fact that economic pressures on

healthcare providers, shortage of young people for assistive

care, and lack of advancement in medical sector play a ma-

jor role behind the scarcity of leading-edge rehabilitation

technology and assistive care. Many patients are noncom-

pliant with the exercise plan prescribed by the profession-

als. This is another main barrier to the successful home

exercise program (HEP) [34]. In the case of home rehabil-

itation system, improvement is dependent on self-exercise

with little professional or quantitative feedback. Intensive

and supervised training can play an essential role to im-

prove the movement of patients after injury. Thus, the aim

of rehabilitation engineering is to make technological ad-

vancement in order to allow the patients to practice intense

movement exercise without the cost of a therapist who will

always present to monitor the patients.

The advancement of computer vision-based systems can

be used for the automation of the rehabilitation system for

helping patients to overcome challenges and get back to

their daily routines. A cheaper computer vision-based sys-

tem will allow the injured patients to practice exercises at

home or clinic with periodical communications with a ther-

apist [62]. There has been a very limited range of research

in this domain due to the complication of creating training

data, managing agreement with hospitals and rehabilitation

center authority for implementing cameras, arranging pa-

tients who are interested to participate in the experiment for

data collection, and so on. For example, research work in
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[66] presented the University of Idaho-Physical Rehabilita-

tion Movement Dataset (UI-PRMD) for physical rehabilita-

tion exercises. The basic goal of this work was to mathe-

matically model the therapy movements and establish per-

formance measure for the evaluation of patient persistence

in performing the designated rehabilitation exercises.

Currently, there are a vast number of publicly available

datasets associated with common human movements [17].

Those are widely utilized for tasks like gesture recogni-

tion, action recognition, fall detection, and pose estimation.

Among these datasets, CMU Multi-Modal Activity (CMU-

MMAC) [18] and Berkley MHAD (Multi-Modal Human

Action Dataset) employ optical motion capturing systems

for recording the actions and movements. Some famous

datasets have been mentioned in [10] and [9], in the field

of computer vision and human action recognition for as-

sistive healthcare along with some information about ex-

isting research works. The existing therapy movement re-

lated datasets are restricted either in the extent of the ac-

tions or in the given data format. Research work in [23]

shows a dataset named HPTE (Home-based Physical Ther-

apy Exercises) related to the therapeutic movements. One

major limitation of this dataset is that it provides only the

depth streams and videos from the Kinect sensor. The data

set does not provide the corresponding body joint posi-

tions or angles. In the field of physical rehabilitation, one

dataset namely The EmoPain data set [11] was designed

in order to study pain-related emotions. This dataset con-

tains high-resolution face videos, audio files, full body joint

motions, and electromyographic (EMG) signals from back

muscles. Chin et al. [25] presented another dataset, which

is restricted to three exercises of lower limbs performed

by nine subjects using EMG electrodes. In addition, there

are also some datasets dedicated to physical activity mon-

itoring (e.g., by wearing heart rate monitors, inertial mea-

surement units [27]), where wearable sensors have been

mostly used. There are some problems regarding wearable

sensors regarding comforts, medical complexities, clinical

requirements, and patient needs in rehabilitation research.

Wearable sensors are generally not enough for the robust,

long-term monitoring of patients under real-life conditions

[48]. Vision-based systems can be useful in this regard

due to some inherent notable benefits such as noncontact,

nondestructive, long distance, high precision, immunity to

electromagnetic interference, and large-range and multiple-

target monitoring [76]. The primary goal of this paper is to

present a survey on advanced assistive healthcare and reha-

bilitation research to automate the medical system so that

the exercise pattern and activity of patients can be moni-

tored using computer vision to bring them back into a se-

cured and healthy lifestyle. The remainder of this paper is

organized as follows.

Section 1 provides a brief introduction to the domain of

vision-based rehabilitation research and important applica-

tions of this field for patients with major and minor injuries.

The challenges due to which there is still very less amount

of research work in this domain have been discussed in sec-

tion 2 along with some solutions to those problems. Sec-

tion 3 describes some useful sensing devices that can be

useful for data collection in hospitals and rehabilitation cen-

ters. Besides, we have described the typical environmental

setting that is needed for the collection of data in an accu-

rate manner. In order to introduce with the existing datasets

that can be used by the new researchers have been described

with useful pieces of information in section 4. Section 5

shows a comparison among previous research works on

some benchmark datasets along with their methodology. Fi-

nally, we have drawn the conclusion in section 6 and dis-

cussed future challenges in this domain.

2. Challenges of this Domain

The primary goal of using computer vision in advanced

assistive healthcare and rehabilitation research is to track

the improvement of patients by monitoring their daily ac-

tions or prescribed activities by the doctors. In most of the

previous researches, wearable camera [63] or camera net-

works [21] had been used for the real-time continuous mon-

itoring of physical activities. There are some factors that

limit the accuracy and increase the difficulties in this field

of research. In this section, we have demonstrated those

challenges with examples and suggested some possible so-

lutions.

2.1. Data Collection and Labeling Training Data

Most of the subjects in this field of research are patients

with injuries or some diseases who require rehabilitation

care to get back to a healthy life. It is tough to create realis-

tic datasets due to this reason in this field of research. This is

a common practice to engage students for creating a normal

vision dataset with daily actions like eating, brushing teeth,

performing a gesture, etc. In contrary, it will not be realistic

if we engage students to perform actions and exercises like

injured patients to monitor their daily improvement. This is

also costly and tough to manage real patients to create the

dataset. There are also limitations in terms of law and this

will require an agreement with the hospital authority. Instal-

lations of cameras in some rooms of rehabilitation care with

permission of the authority can solve this problem to some

extent. If we can take daily data of real patients in hospitals

or rehabilitation care using camera, then this can be a useful

factor for creating a realistic dataset for this domain.

2.2. Dataset Diversity

This is a big challenge to create a dataset with diversity

in healthcare and rehabilitation research using computer vi-

sion. A good diverse dataset should be created with more
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subjects, gender variation (male and female), age variation

(children, young, and old), and so on. Besides, the actions

should be performed multiple times and for multiple days

to get a specific amount of data. This is tough to fulfill this

requirement when the subjects are patients. A collabora-

tive project engaging patients from different hospitals can

be a possible solution to this problem. We can also collect

and share data from other countries by posing some rules

and regulations. Osaka University inertial sensor-based gait

database [50] is one of the largest databases in terms of di-

versity, which includes at most 744 subjects. Among them,

389 are males and rest are females with ages ranging from 2

to 78 years for gait-based personal authentication. The Os-

aka University Multi-View Large Population Dataset (OU-

MVLP) [52] is another diverse dataset with 10,307 subjects

(5,114 males and 5,193 females with various ages, ranging

from 2 to 87 years).

2.3. Intraclass and Interclass Variations

There are wide variations in terms of performance for

many actions while performing exercise actions suggested

by trained doctors and therapists. For example, hip flexion

with a hold, knee extension, wrist bend movement, wrist

side movement can vary in speed and stride length. There

are also anthropometric differences between patients while

performing these actions due to injury. An ideal human ac-

tion recognition method for medical application should be

able to speculate over changes within one class. The dif-

ferent action classes should be distinguished properly too.

This will be more challenging for growing number of ac-

tion classes as there will be more amount of overlap among

classes. In some cases, a class label distribution might be a

suitable solution.

2.4. Environment and Lab Settings

The environmental conditions can vary up to a large ex-

tent while performing actions based on day or night, out-

door or indoor, etc. If the dataset is created under controlled

lab set up, there is a high chance of lower performance in

real time application in the hospitals or inside the houses.

It is hard to localize patient actions in cluttered or changing

environments. Besides, we can get occluded body parts of

a person in the recording. Lighting condition also plays an

important role in this regard.

2.5. Number and Position of Cameras

This is a tough challenge in terms of accuracy, cost, and

set up to fix the amount and position of cameras for creating

the dataset. It is difficult to track the actions of patients us-

ing a single camera. Observation of actions from different

viewpoints can lead to very different image observations.

Occluded viewpoint problems and issues can be alleviated

using multiple cameras especially by combining the obser-

vations from multiple views into a consistent representation.

If the background is dynamic, it can enhance the complexity

of localizing the person in the image by robustly observing

the motion. In the case of a moving camera, these chal-

lenges become even harder. The camera position also needs

to be fixed according to the application. The camera can be

placed into the head of the patients, shirt buttons, in a table

or inside the room.

2.6. Spatiotemporal Variations

Normally, it is expected that actions are segmented in

time, which removes the load of the segmentation from the

recognition task. But there can be a large deviation in the

rate of performance of an action. While using motion fea-

tures, the action recording rate has an extensive effect on the

temporal extent of the action. We can call a human action

recognition algorithm robust if it is invariant to various rates

of execution.

2.7. Dataset Availability

Another challenge of this field lies in the fact that most of

the advanced and good datasets related to medical activity

data are not publicly available for research purpose. Most of

the research projects in this domain are funded by compa-

nies or hospitals who do not permit the public availability of

those datasets, created under their monitoring. Privacy issue

can be another problem in vision-based research. Most of

the datasets are not publicly available because of the privacy

cencern of the subjects in RGB images and videos. Depth

images and skeleton data are not strictly private but they can

also violate the privacy as they contain some sort of personal

information. This is a big challenge for new researchers to

work in this field without finding a proper dataset due to the

rules and regulations of the authority of not publishing it. It

is tough for a new researcher to create a public dataset by

self-funding as it requires a large amount of cost for setting

up the experiment and environment for taking data.

2.8. Reconstruction of Features from Images

The sequence of frames may be distracted or in other

words, there could be nominal motion in sequence due to

the wind as it may cause the camera sways back. In this

case, we can’t avoid false detection without a robust main-

tenance scheme. In some cases, new background object

may be inserted and it might be detected as foreground. It

happens due to the unavailability of a robust maintenance

scheme. Sometimes, shadows of moving object may appear

as a foreground object. These problems hamper the perfect

reconstruction of features from images.

2.9. Storage Space and Computational Time

The power consumption of devices and computational

time are two important factors to consider in vision-based
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rehabilitation research as most of the devices are limited

in storage space. Being two equivalent factors it is neces-

sary to find the balance between computation and storage

to maximize efficiency. In the healthcare system, there will

be a huge amount of data from different cameras and sensor

from a large number of patients. The models built by re-

searchers should be efficient enough with faster processing

time in real-time. The tradeoff between processing time and

efficiency should be dealt with care.

3. Available Sensing Devices for Action Under-

standing

In order to design a vision-based measuring system for

creating a dataset or for real-time application, the most im-

portant part is the image acquisition device consisting of

different types of digital cameras, lens, and image grab-

ber. In addition to this, a high processing computer and

an image processing software platform act as the critical

parts to obtain the desired parameters in structural moni-

toring. In previous days, only RGB images were used in

most of the computer vision datasets. After incorporating

the concepts of depth images and skeleton data, most of the

present datasets contain depth images and videos. In this

section, we will discuss some sensory types of equipment

that are commonly used for data collection in order to cap-

ture motion and gesture. These sensors and cameras can be

used by researchers who are interested in creating a dataset

for capturing body movements during therapy sessions un-

der rehabilitation care. Some of these devices are explored

below along with their specifications.

3.1. RGB Video Camera

Earlier vision-based datasets primarily consisted of RGB

data using different types of video cameras used for elec-

tronic motion picture acquisition. While using RGB cam-

eras there are several factors that need to be taken care of,

for example, environmental noise, occlusions, cluttering,

and so on [60]. Besides, another important area of research

is to choose the number of cameras and fix the distance be-

tween subject and cameras. Omnidirectional cameras or

also known as 360-degree cameras are also used in com-

puter vision technology. Their field of view covers almost

the entire sphere or at least a full circle in the horizontal

plane. The FIOR 360 degree, Starcam are some examples

of omnidirectional cameras. Webcams are most common

while creating datasets on the primary basis for collecting

RGB data. Though RGB data collection is a common ap-

proach in vision-based research works, this approach has

some limitations. The varying length of video sequences

affect the recognition result in the case of RGB data. More-

over, it is also difficult to estimate pose using RGB data.

3.2. Depth camera

Depth cameras can be helpful to record depth images and

videos along with skeleton data, which can solve the prob-

lem of RGB cameras to a large extent. Kinect sensor [5] has

been developed by Microsoft, which contains an RGB video

camera, a depth sensor, and a multi-array microphone. It

detects motion and captures the physical image of a per-

son in front of it. The RGB camera can detect red, green,

and blue color components with body-type and facial fea-

tures. RGB camera has a pixel resolution of 640× 480 pix-

els and 30 fps frame rate. The depth sensor is a combination

of a monochrome CMOS sensor and an infrared projector,

which helps to create the 3D imagery throughout the room.

Depth camera has a distance range of 0.7m ∼ 6.0m. It

is possible to measure the distance of each point of the sub-

ject’s body using this sensor by near-infrared light transmis-

sion and measuring its “time of flight” after it reflects off the

objects. The microphone array has a feature to isolate the

voices of the player from other background noises. We can

detect and track 48 different joint points on each subject’s

body. Kinect sensor have been used in several vision-based

research works [61], [30], [35], [4], [66], etc. because of

providing depth images and skeleton data. Intel RealSense

[7] is another depth camera with stereo D4 vision proces-

sor. It has up to 1280× 720 depth stream output resolution

and the output frame rate is up to 90 fps. Besides, it has

a color image signal processor to adjust images and scale

color data along with an active infrared projector to illu-

minate objects to enhance the depth data. Though depth

cameras have lots of advantages over RGB cameras, depth

cameras do not work well in an outdoor environment and

for distant object tracking. After a limited range, we get too

much noisy data using a Kinect sensor and RealSense. So,

if the data is not available, then it is difficult to decipher.

3.3. Motion Capture System

There are multiview cameras and expensive motion cap-

ture systems (MoCap) in order to record the movement of

objects or people. They are used in military, entertainment,

sports, medical applications, and for validation of computer

vision and robotics. We have summarized some motion-

sensing systems in this section.

Vicon optical tracking system: This device comes with

the feature to capture motion by recording the object or

people movements. This device can be used to monitor

the gait pattern of patients suffering from Parkinson’s dis-

ease. The motion capture technology can also be widely

used by sports therapists, VFX studios, neuroscientists, and

in the field of robotics and computer vision. The powerful

new core engine in Vicon tracker can track multiple objects

at higher camera counts. This system can process data in

1.5ms, at more than 500 fps. This is up to five times less

than other systems. Research work [66] created University
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of Idaho-Physical Rehabilitation Movement Dataset (UI-

PRMD) using Vicon optical tracker and a Microsoft Kinect

sensor for the motion capturing.

Xtion: This device can be used for motion-sensing ap-

plications [8]. Xtion PRO LIVE has the feature to sense

RGB images to capture the users’ image. This can be ben-

eficial to human detection, digital signage, security system,

and so on. It can also track people’s hand motions without

any delay and it has 8 predefined poses. The Xtion PRO

LIVE development solution can also be used in developer

mode to track a users’ whole body movement. This device

also has an audio stream application to control voice and

any other voice recognition purposes.

3.4. Gaming Interfaces

Gaming interfaces are also used nowadays for collect-

ing data in vision-based research field for tracking gestures,

sudden action changes, monitoring hand and leg move-

ments, and so on. We have summarized some gaming inter-

faces here that can be used for vision-based data collection.

Exergaming Interfaces: Exergames or active video

games provide interfaces that need active involvement and

the endeavor of physical force by participants [64]. These

games are created in such a way that it can track body mo-

tions providing fun and exercise opportunity. These gaming

interfaces can be used for rehabilitation programs and re-

search. We can engage young patients especially children

to play the game and we can collect data regarding their

body movement pattern.

PlayStation Move: The PlayStation Move [6] interface

contains the Move Eye and the Motion Controller, which

is designed by Sony Computer Entertainment. Move Eye

is basically an RGB camera with 640x480 pixels at 60 fps

or 320x240 pixels at 120 fps. It also contains a directive

microphone. The wand includes a 3D accelerometer, a 3D

gyro sensor, and a geomagnetic sensor. The Move clearly

has the fastest response. This interface is used for 3D ges-

ture and scene recognition. In spite of good performances,

this interface is limited to low temporal resolution, difficulty

in occluded motion recognition, difficulty in recognition of

motion that does not change depth information (e.g., arm

axial rotation), and so on.

Eye Toy: This is a color digital camera device compati-

ble with PlayStation2 [3]. This device uses computer vision

and gesture recognition technology to process images taken

by the camera. This device can be used for motion and color

detection. It also contains a microphone for the sound inter-

action.

3.5. Other Devices

Wii Remote Plus and Sensor Bar: Wii is a small com-

puter based on 700 MHz Power PC processor and 64 MB

of external memory [12]. Remote Plus is a Wii controller

that contains an IR camera (128x96 pixels), 3D gyro sensor,

and 3D accelerometer sensor. Wii Sensor Bar is designed

using highlighting IR LED units to estimate controller’s po-

sition. The unit has IR LED clusters in both sides respec-

tively. This device can be used to detect hand motion with

relatively high temporal resolution but it is difficult to detect

3D hand positions.

Wii Fit: Wii Fit contains a balance board as the basic

interface with multiple pressure sensors in it [28]. By us-

ing the sensor data it is possible to get 2D information of

player’s gravity center and we can also calculate load transi-

tion. Data are transmitted at a high temporal resolution (100

Hz). We can recognize 3D hand motion with high temporal,

high spatial resolution, and robustness.

3.6. Typical Environmental Setting

In the field of rehabilitation system-based research, ev-

ery dataset is dedicated to a specific application, where an

environmental setting is an important phenomenon. En-

vironmental setup depends upon what types of action we

want to recognize and in which application we want to use

the data. Some datasets are taken from real life environ-

ment like CCTV footage from shop, gym or training center,

whereas, in most of the cases datasets are created manu-

ally in the lab settings, considering many ideal cases for

research purpose. Selection of environmental background,

placement of subject, selecting camera position are the key

factors of environmental setup for making a dataset. In Fig-

ure 1, we have shown a basic set up for a rehabilitation sys-

tem environment for data collection using multiple cameras.

The movement of the impaired arms or legs of the para-

lyzed patients are followed by multiple cameras. The simu-

lated environment is shown in the monitor for observation.

Datasets are formed by single view or multiple views using

multiple cameras. The IXMAX dataset [74] can be a good

example in this regard that captured sequences of actions

from five different views by setting cameras in different an-

gles of position on the experimental room. In that setup,

other parameters were fixed like illumination settings and

background setup. The camera positions were also fixed

to make the frames scale invariant. The JPL-Interaction

dataset [58] is a dedicated dataset to analyze activity from

the first-person view. This dataset is aimed to level activities

from the first-person view and visualize the activities from

that perspective. Similarly, UT-Tower dataset [31] recorded

nine types of actions using a stationary camera with jitter.

4. Benchmark Dataset Information

Due to challenges and difficulties regarding technical

limitations, privacy issues, organizational authority, etc. in

the process of data collection it is difficult to bring a robust

research output in the field of advanced healthcare. Because

of these difficulties, there are currently few datasets avail-
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Figure 1. A basic experimental setup to collect data using multiple

cameras for a rehabilitation system.

able in this field. In this section, we have gathered bench-

mark datasets from well-known repositories with relevant

information like the number of subjects, gesture, instances,

activity labels, and so on. These datasets contain data re-

lated to gesture, 3D activities, sports activities, exercise ac-

tivities, medical activities, etc. that can be used for the re-

search purpose in vision-based rehabilitation care. In this

section, we have only summarized the vision-based datasets

as there are some problems of wearable sensor-based sys-

tems including patient discomfort, missing data, etc. in the

field of rehabilitation system-based research. Though some

of the datasets mentioned in the following section are not

directly related to the healthcare and rehabilitation system,

these data can be helpful for the automation of therapy re-

lated systems after vital injuries, monitoring the daily living

of elderly people to assist them, and coaching the users for

behavior modification.

4.1. Gesture Datasets

Gesture related datasets can be used for gesture therapy,

gesture recognition to measure the improvement of hand

motion after an injury, gesture enabled remote control de-

vice for controlling wheel chair, and so on. In Table 1,

we have summarized Kinect Gesture Dataset [4], ChaLearn

Gesture Dataset (CGD) [2], Microsoft Kinect and Leap Mo-

tion [47], Creative Senz3D [49], and Microsoft Research

Gesture 3D (MSR Gesture 3D) dataset [38]. These datasets

are publicly available.

Table 1. List of publicly available gesture datasets with basic in-

formation.
Dataset Subjects Gestures Instances Year

Kinect Gesture 30 12 6244 2016

Dataset [4]

CGD [2] N.A 15 50,000 2011

Microsoft Kinect 14 140 1400 2014

and Leap Motion [47]

Creative Senz3D [49] 4 44 1320 2015

MSR Gesture3D [38] 10 12 336 2012

N.A: Not Available.

4.2. 3D Action Datasets

In this section, we have listed some 3D action and activ-

ity datasets namely University of Wollongong Online Ac-

tion3D Dataset [78], Microsoft Research (MSR) Action3D

[41], Microsoft Research (MSR) Daily Activity 3D [68],

and Multi-view Action Modeling and Detection dataset

[69]. These datasets contain skeleton data, which can be

used to detect human pose and actions more precisely.

These actions can be monitored to coach the elderly peo-

ple for behavior modification. For example, it is possi-

ble to monitor the action of “drinking water” and “taking

medicine” so that we can coach the user to perform these

actions properly for maintaining a healthy life. It is also

possible to coach the users to walk and using stairs, if any

person sits for a long time in a day by monitoring the ac-

tion “working in a computer” and “using elevators”. We

have shown the basic information regarding these datasets

in Table 2. These datasets are publicly available.

Table 2. List of publicly available 3D action datasets with basic

information.
Dataset Subjects Activities Files Year

UOW Online 20 20 N.A 2016

Action3D [78]

MSR 10 20 567 2010

Action3D [41]

MSR Daily 10 16 960 2012

Activity3D [68]

Multi-view Action 10 10 N.A 2014

Modelling and

Detection [69]

N.A: Not Available.

4.3. Sports Activity Related Datasets

Sports activity related datasets can also be used in this

field of research to recognize human motion while perform-

ing sports activity. We can estimate based on the fitness of

a person, either a specific sport activity is suitable for him

to perform or not. In Table 3, we have summarized some

sports activity related datasets namely University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC1 and UIUC2) datasets [65],

University of Central Florida (UCF) dataset [55], UCF50

[54], and UCF-YouTube [43] dataset. These datasets are

publicly available.

Table 3. List of publicly available sports datasets with basic infor-

mation.
Dataset Average Video Resolution Frame per Year

duration labels second (fps)

UIUC1 3s 14 1024 × 768 15 2008

UIUC2

[65]

UCF [55] 3s 13 480 × 360 25 2008

UCF50 7s 50 320 × 240 30 2012

[54]

UCF 6s 11 320 × 240 25 2009

YouTube

[43]

4.4. Exercise Related Datasets

Exercise related datasets are very important to monitor

the exercise patterns of injured patients in the rehabilitation

research field. In Table 4, we have given some basic infor-

mation about exercise related datasets namely KTH dataset
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[39], i3DPost Multi-view Human Action [32], CASIA ac-

tion database for recognition [72], and Tsinghua-Daimler

Cyclist Detection Benchmark Dataset [42]. These datasets

are publicly available.

Table 4. List of publicly available exercise datasets with basic in-

formation.
Dataset Subjects Actions Sequences Year

KTH [39] 25 6 2391 2004

i3DPost [32] 8 13 N.A 2009

CASIA [72] 24 15 1446 2007

Tsinghua-Daimler N.A 6 14674 2016

Cyclist Detection [42]

N.A: Not Available.

4.5. Medical Activity Related Dataset

In this section, we have summarized some datasets re-

lated to medical activities. In Table 5, we have given some

basic information about University of Southern Califor-

nia (USC) Collaborative Research in Computational Neuro-

science (CRCNS) dataset [19], Human Mortality Database

(HMD) [29], and University of Idaho-Physical Rehabilita-

tion Movement Data (UI-PRMD) [66]. These datasets are

publicly available. These datasets are associated with gen-

eral exercises performed by patients in physical rehabilita-

tion programs and hospital environments. The objective of

these datasets is to evaluate patient consistency while per-

forming the prescribed rehabilitation exercises.

Table 5. List of publicly available medical datasets with basic in-

formation.
Dataset Subjects Activity Application Year

USC 520 Eye Healthcare 2004-05

CRCNS movement (detecting and

[19] monitoring eye

problems)

HMD 59 Head Health support 2017

[29] movement (monitoring

paralyzed

patients)

UI-PRMD 10 Rehabilitation Monitoring 2018

[66] movement rehabilitation

exercise

4.6. Assistive Living Datasets

Most of the patients loss their ability to perform daily

activities like cooking, brushing teeth, etc. after a se-

vere injury especially related to hand. In this section,

we have analyzed some daily activity related dataset to

monitor the improvements of patients after providing ther-

apy while performing these activities. We can also use

these data to monitor the daily lifestyle of elderly people

to maintain a healthy lifestyle and prevent accidents. Ta-

ble 6 represents some benchmark datasets namely Breakfast

Actions database [37], Max-Planck-Institut fur Informatik:

MPII Cooking Activities Dataset [56], and Carnegie Melon

University Multi-Modal Activity Database (CMU-MMAC)

[53].

Table 6. List of publicly available exercise datasets with basic in-

formation.
Dataset Video Frame Number of Year

labels labels cameras

Breakfast Actions [37] 10 48 4 2014

MPII Cooking 65 14 1 2012

Activity [56]

CMU-MMAC [53] 43 5 5 2008

4.7. Emotion Recognition Related Dataset

Among the patients, who take rehabilitation treatment,

a large number of people suffer from depression or mental

stress that hampers their daily lives. Emotion and sentiment

analysis can be a good technique to give them proper treat-

ment that can improve emotional healthcare system. Table 7

represents some datasets namely The Amsterdam Dynamic

Facial Expression Set (ADFES) dataset [67], Binghamton

University 3D Facial Expression (BU-3DFE) dataset [77],

Database of Kinetic Facial Expressions (DaFEx) [16], and

STOIC dataset (A database of dynamic and static faces)

[57] for emotion recognition.

Table 7. List of publicly available emotion recognition datasets

with basic information.
Dataset Subject Number of Age Year

emotions

Adfes [67] 22 9 18-25 2011

BU-4dfe [77] 100 6 18-70 2006

DaFEx [16] 8 7 25 2005

STOIC [57] 10 8 20-45 2007

5. Discussion

Vision-based datasets are made from different types of

camera sensors and from different views or angles of cam-

eras. Using these datasets, it is possible to make suitable

models for desired activity recognition and the accuracy of

models mostly depends on how much suitable data have

chosen by the researchers. As now, in this paper we are fo-

cusing on vision-based rehabilitation, we have focused our

vision to compare the previous works on some dedicated

datasets for healthcare and rehabilitation system-based re-

search in this section. We may also use other activity recog-

nition datasets that are not dedicated to rehabilitation for

the automation of assistive living and healthcare facilities.

In that case, we need to process the data with some image

processing algorithm for recognizing the activities that may

be helpful in rehabilitation system-based research. HPTE

(Home-based Physical Therapy Exercises) data set is dedi-

cated to therapy actions [14]. It is recorded with a Kinect

camera and it only provides video and depth streams. This

dataset is made by five subjects and each of them performed

each action six times and they give eight shoulder and knee

exercise movements. The EmoPain data set [15] contains

full body joint motions and high-resolution face videos.

This dataset was mainly designed with a view to analyz-
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ing the pain-related emotions in the rehabilitation system.

A group of 28 healthy subjects and 22 patients performed 7

exercises. The patients were suffering from chronic lower

back pain. The AHA-3D dataset [13] depicts both young

and elderly subjects. Their performed exercise data have

been taken in the form of 3D Skeleton data. There are 79

Skeleton videos and each contains 1 to 3 runs of the same

exercise. In total, 21 subjects (5 male and 16 female) per-

formed the exercises and among them 11 were young and 10

were elderly. The UI-PRMD data set [66] is the most pop-

ular and dedicated dataset for rehabilitation activity. This

dataset is made by 10 subjects and they performed common

physical rehabilitation exercises. The movements executed

by the participants were collected concurrently with the Vi-

con and Kinect systems. The objective of the data set is

to afford a basis for mathematical modeling of therapy ac-

tions, as well as for establishing performance metrics for

the evaluation of patient consistency while performing the

prescribed rehabilitation exercises.

There are also some gait databases that are publicly

available. Gait analysis could enable us to finely charac-

terize gait singularities to pinpoint potential diseases or ab-

normalities in advance. CASIA gait database [1] is a very

popular database for gait recognition. Loughborough Uni-

versity’s institutional repository suggested a database made

by Kinect sensor for gait recognition. A group of twenty

participants (12 men and 8 women) performed 10 activi-

ties set, finally resulting in the capture of 200 activities with

a total of 60,225 frames [40]. 122 subjects were used to

create the USF dataset by the University of South Florida.

Each person walked around an ellipse in front of cameras

[59] and collected 1870 sequences in total. Robotics Insti-

tute, Carnegie Mellon University prepared another dataset

namely CMU Mobo. A 3D room had been used to take

data from 25 subjects by walking in a treadmill. There are

four different walking patterns for each individual: slow

walk, fast walk, incline walk, and walking with a ball

[36]. Southampton Dataset consists of 12 subjects walk-

ing around an inside track at different speeds. Data from

each person were taken wearing various shoes, clothes, and

without or with various bags [51].

In this section, we have also analyzed previous works

on some benchmark data sets namely Microsoft Research

(MSR) Action3D [65], MSR Daily Activity3D [55], Uni-

versity of Central Florida Kinect (UCF-Kinect) [30], Mul-

tiview 3D Event [73], University of Texas Kinect (UT-

Kinect) [75], Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Database

(MHAD) [53], University of Texas Dallas Multimodal Hu-

man Action Dataset (UTD-MHAD) [20], and AHA-3D

dataset [15]. We have summarized the previous research

works in these datasets in Table 8.

Table 8. Analysis of previous vision-based research works on some

benchmark datasets for the healthcare and rehabilitation treatment.
Dataset Method/Model Accuracy (%)

MSRAction3D Convolutional Neural 100

[65] Networks (ConvNets)

[70] [71]

TriViews + Portable 98.2

Format for Analytics

(PFA) [22]

Decision-Level Fusion 98.2

(SUM) [79]

MSR Daily Activity3D τ -test [44] 95.63

[55] DL-GSGC + Total Productive 95

Maintenance (TPM) [45]

3D joint + CS-MLtp [46] 92.5

Depth Volumetric Spatial 89.7

Feature Representation

(VSFR) [26]

UCF-Kinect [30] Hierarchical model [35] 98.7

Multiview 3D 4D human-object 87

Event [73] interaction (4DHOI) [73]

UT-Kinect [75] Grassman manifold [61] 95.25

Berkeley MHAD Hierarchical hidden Markov 79.1

[53] model (HHMM) [53]

UTD-MHAD Convolutional Neural 99.54

[20] Networks (CNN) [33]

AHA-3D [15] Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 88.29

6. Conclusion and Future Challenges

This paper provides a review of the research and progress

in the area of advanced assistive healthcare and rehabilita-

tion system by using the computer vision-based technology.

We have discussed challenges of this field that are related to

the data collection, class variations, environmental noises,

positions of installed cameras, rules and regulations of hos-

pital authority, and so on. The aim of this survey is to ana-

lyze possible solutions of this challenges so that researchers

can work for the automation of healthcare system and reha-

bilitation facility. We have discussed about some available

sensing devices based on vision-based technology that can

be used by researchers while making training data. Besides,

benchmark datasets related to gesture, medical, sports, ex-

ercise, 3D action, and emotion have been described with

useful informations so that researchers can find it useful to

compare and select the perfect dataset according to the field

of research. The performance of previous research works

has been analyzed based on their model selection and accu-

racy that can be useful in the case of comparison with new

models for future researchers.

Due to the existence of major challenges in the path of

advancement of computer vision-based rehabilitation sys-

tem, there are still a few robust and good research work in

this domain. There are still options for lots of progress in

this field for the researchers. Real-time performance, ac-

tivity monitoring of multiple patients at the same time, im-

provement score evaluation after therapeutic movements us-

ing the regression method, good performance in low light,

etc. can be some bigger challenges that need to be addressed

in future for obtaining good performances in the automation

of the the healthcare system.
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